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A ROYAL MESSA tip from the enigmatic Man God leads to the Shirone Kingdom, where Lilia
and Aisha are being held captive in the palace. Rudeus and company head to the rescue--only
to get swept up in some nasty, unfinished business Roxy left in her wake! Family reunions are
one thing, but can Dead End deal with saying goodbye to one of their own?

From the Back CoverDon't break into a cold sweat because you have to learn Calculus. Begin
making an A+ while saving the time you desperately need. Then imagine how good it would
feel to say:"They didn't think I could ace Calculus, but I did."CALCULUS IN 5 HOURS is a good
companion and primer to any Calculus course and an excellent resource for refreshing your
knowledge of the subject. Its goal is simple:Organize your understanding of Calculus for quick
and easy recall on tests and homework assignmentsPresent straightforward drawings that
demonstrate concepts with minimal effort on your partHighlight simple examples without
burdening you with useless detailsChoose CALCULUS IN 5 HOURS to significantly shorten
your learning curve and gain the understanding you need to be successful today.
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1:Route SelectionI was now twelve.I only realized this when I looked down at my Adventurer
card and, all of a sudden, saw the number twelve in the age column. When had my birthday
gone by without me noticing? Being on a voyage like this skewed my sense of time.Still, two
years since we were teleported, huh? It had only taken two years to travel across both the
Demon Continent and the Millis Continent. Or, if you looked at it the other way, two whole years
had already passed.At any rate, the Asura Kingdom was almost before us. After what had
transpired on the Millis Continent, it seemed unlikely we’d experience much hardship from here
on out. We had money and the means to travel. The only thing I had to worry about was not
knowing the whereabouts of the rest of my family: Zenith, Lilia, Aisha, and also Sylphie.
Despite Paul’s efforts, they still hadn’t been found.I believed they were all still alive, but no
matter how eager I was to search for them, they wouldn’t be easy to find. All I could do was
take my time and do a thorough job.***We were currently at the eastern edge of the King
Dragon Realm in the harbor city of East Port. Just like in West Port, the city had a sizeable
presence of fisheries and smugglers.We booked an inn and began our strategy meeting. As
usual, the three of us gathered around a map, our faces pressed in close.“All right, let’s talk
about what we’re going to do from here on out.”The other two peered at the map with serious
expressions on their faces. We’d done this enough that I expected them to be sick of it, but
even Eris—someone with no patience for complex conversations—was listening in with a
solemn look on her face.“There are three routes from here to the Asura Kingdom,” I explained,
pointing at the map I’d just purchased. It was a simple map with rough outlines of forests and
village locations. The manufacture and sale of detailed maps was strictly prohibited in this
country, so as to prevent other countries from possibly getting hold of those maps. Well, it
didn’t matter as long as we knew the basic lay of the land.“The first is a highway primarily used
as a trade route.” I used my finger to trace the path, which detoured east around the King
Dragon Mountains. “This is the safest route. Based on our travelling speed, we’d arrive in ten
months’ time.”“Why do we have to go around like that?” Eris asked, understandably doubtful.I
pointed to the western flank of the mountains. “Because if we detour to the west, we’ll run into
a large forest. That’s the second possible route.”A vast, dense forest spread across the land
west of the King Dragon Mountains, making it impossible to travel by carriage. If you were
familiar with the path, you could take months off the journey by taking this route, but that would
require riding on horseback. Eris and I couldn’t do that. Ruijerd could probably ride a horse, but
no matter how small I was, there was no way three of us could fit on one horse. If we were
going to take that route, we’d have to take it on foot.I had no way of figuring out how many days
that would take, but I knew that basically everyone chose the safe eastern route over the
alternatives. Either taking the other routes didn’t actually save much time, or the eastern path
itself was actually faster. Slow and steady wins the race, as they say. That was how I
summarized my explanation, at least.“Okay, then scratch the western path,” Eris agreed.“As for
the third possible route…” It would involve taking a ship to the Begaritt Continent, and then



trekking overland to the Asura Kingdom. I had no idea how long this path would take. “I’m
crossing it off our list of options.”“How come?!”“Because it’s dangerous,” I said. Mana was even
thicker on the Begaritt Continent than it was on the Demon Continent. The average strength of
the beasts there was on par with those of the Demon Continent, but there were numerous
underground labyrinths that created bizarre weather patterns on the surface.The climate there
could easily be described in one word: desert. The entire continent was one enormous desert.
There were gigantic scorpions the size of a Great Tortoise, and masses of enormous worms
that preyed primarily on said scorpions. The days were scorching hot and the nights were
Arctic cold. There were almost no oases, so there was nowhere to stop and rest. As one
approached the Asura Kingdom, the sand gave way to a snow-covered terrain with freezing
temperatures, and there would be fewer and fewer monsters to hunt for food.“Thus, we’re going
to take the eastern route.”“As usual, you’re a coward,” Eris complained.“I’m just faint of heart.”“I
think I could do it just fine.” It seemed Eris wanted to see the Begaritt Continent. Her eyes were
alight. However, the distance between the Central Continent and the Millis Continent was
nothing compared to the distance between here and the Begaritt Continent. “We’d be on a ship
for a long time if we chose that route. Are you sure you’d be okay with that, Eris?”“…We’re not
going to Begaritt.”And that was how we decided we were taking the eastern route.***Before I
realized what was happening, I was in a pure white room. Emotion welled from the depths of
my body. It was such a familiar sensation that I could easily describe it.So damn
disgusting.“Already resorting to foul language? Just as crass as ever, I see.”Standing before
me was an indistinct, person-shaped mosaic: the Man-God.Tch, acting like you know me. Can’t
believe you’re showing up again, just when I’d finally started to forget about you.“Yes, it’s been
a whole year.”Yes, a whole year. Such a long time. Tell me, do you only show up once a year? If
so, that would put my heart at ease.“No, that’s not the case at all.”I figured as much. After the
first time you appeared, you showed yourself again just a week later.“That aside, you’re as cold
to me as ever. It’s all thanks to me that you got that demon eye, you know.”Yeah, well, I’m
grateful for that…but if you’d told me more, I wouldn’t have ended up in that cell, and I wouldn’t
have missed important information that led to my fight with Paul. Ah, dammit, I bet you found
the whole thing really entertaining: Paul and I butting heads because I didn’t know my family
was missing, me being all depressed afterward and Eris cheering me up…even managing to
make up with Paul in the end.“Well, yes, that was entertaining. But are you sure about
that?”Sure about what?“Sure that it’s all my fault?”Tch… Dammit. Being in this room takes me
back to the past. Back to when I used to blame everything on other people. I’ve reflected on my
mistakes. Reflected… Argh, dammit, I can’t remember what kind of reflection I did. Why can’t
I… Dammit, dammit!“Well, that’s part of your charm. But a little reflection won’t be enough for
you to move forward.”Whatever. It’s just that I can’t remember right now. But I will when I wake
up. I can recognize my mistakes. So, let’s restart our conversation. I’ve decided to listen to
you.“Listen? Hmm, now this is different. You’re honestly going to listen to what I have to
say?”Yeah, that’s right. But there’s one thing I want you to tell me.“What’s that? I don’t mind
answering if it’s something I have knowledge about.”Tell me where my family is.“I thought your
family was in another world?”Don’t play games with me. Zenith, Lilia and Aisha. If possible,
Sylphie, Ghislaine, Philip, and Sauros, too.“Hmm.”What? I’m asking sincerely.“I don’t know if I
should tell you…”You’re just a voyeur who spies on people’s lives! Are you only going to tell me
things that are convenient for you? You can arrange for me to meet up with the World’s
Greatest Demon Emperor, but you can’t tell me where my family is?“Okay, okay, I’m sorry. I got
a little carried away.”Good, as long as you know what you did.“But are you sure? I might lie to
you this time.”What! Lie?! So, you finally admit it! That’s right, you are the type to lie, aren’t



you?“I’m asking whether you can trust what I say.”No, I can’t trust you. This is an emergency,
so I’ll do as you say, but if it turns out you’re lying to me, I’ll never listen to your advice again.
Got it?“Then I want you to promise me something.”Promise you what?“If my advice allows you
to reunite with your family, then I want you to trust me from now on.”Are you telling me to be
your little puppet? Be your yes-man and obey your every command?“No, no, I’m not asking you
to go that far. But it’s going to get exhausting if you’re this hostile every time we talk, you
know?”It’ll be exhausting even if I’m not. Do you even know what it’s like? To be haunted by a
past you want to forget? To feel like the memories of your repentance and growth have been
erased? To be overwhelmed by self-loathing the moment you wake up in the morning?“I see.
I’ve wronged you. All right, then why don’t we decide on some rules? Like me telling you ahead
of time when I’ll next drop in to give you advice?”Yes, that’s a wonderful idea! How about
coming to see me again in a hundred years?“But you’ll be dead by then, no?”I’m telling you to
never show your face again.“Sigh… Well, I figured you’d say that. Are you sure you don’t want
any advice from me this time?”…No. Hold on a sec. I’m sorry. I’ll compromise. If you can give
me advice this time that will reunite me with a member of my family, then I’ll stop being so
hostile when we talk.“And you’ll trust me?”Nope, I’m not willing to go that far. But I’ll at least
stop having these meaningless exchanges about whether or not I’m going to listen.“Well, that’s
optimistic.”So, you compromise, too. Stop showing up out of nowhere like you did this time.
Give me some prior warning. Or show up in someone else’s dreams and use them to pass on
a message to me.“That would be difficult. There’s actually a condition that must be met for me
to be able to appear in someone’s dreams.”A condition? So that means you can’t just show
your face whenever you want?“Exactly. In addition to that, I can only show up in the dreams of
someone who is on the same wavelength as I am. There aren’t many who can receive my
advice with such fortuitous timing. You’re quite lucky.”I could weep for joy. Anyway, there’s a
condition, huh? What is it?“Who knows? I’m not even sure myself. All I know is that there’ll be a
sudden ‘aha!’ moment where I’m like, ‘This guy’s the one, today is the time.’ And that’s when
I’m able to link up.”Yeah? So that means you can’t completely control it, either. Forget the prior
warning, then. Let’s see…I’d like you to be more detailed in your advice. If all you say is “go
here” or “go there,” it just leaves me confused as to what I’m supposed to do. It makes me feel
like you’re playing me.“All right, more details. Got it.”Okay. Go ahead, then.“Ahem. Well, this is
my advice this time.”A vision suddenly appeared in my demon eye.A back alley in some
country somewhere. There’s a lone girl, and someone violently grabs her hand. The person
who seized her is a soldier. There’re two soldiers. The other one is tearing a piece of paper
he’d snatched from her into pieces. The girl watches him, screaming something.The vision
suddenly ended there.“Rudeus. Listen to me closely. Her name is Aisha Greyrat. She is
currently being detained in the Shirone Kingdom. You’ll be there when the events from your
vision transpire, and you’ll meet her and save her. You absolutely must not let your name be
known. Call yourself the Kennel Master of Dead End and ask her for the details of her situation.
Then send a letter to your acquaintance in the Shirone Royal Palace. If you do that, both Lilia
and Aisha will be rescued from that place.”Huh? Wait, what? No—wait, why? Acquaintance? A
letter?“Was that a little too much detail? If I tell you too much, it’ll spoil my fun, so that’ll have to
do. Now then, I wonder which one you’ll get along with…”What? Lilia and Aisha are both in the
Shirone Kingdom? Why? If that’s where they were, they should have been found by now. And
what do you mean, which one am I going to get along with? Does that mean I’m going to clash
with the other?“Good luck, Rudeus.”Luck…luck…luck…As the word echoed in my mind, my
consciousness faded.***I woke with a start.“Ugh!”My head was pounding. The dizziness was
overwhelming, and I felt nauseated. I climbed out of bed and half-ran straight to the bathroom,



where I started vomiting into the toilet bowl.I had a dreadful headache, and my feet were
unsteady. When I left the bathroom, the trip back to my room felt much longer than it had when
I raced in here. I pressed my hand against the wall and slowly slumped to the floor. In the
darkness of the inn, I could hear someone panting. Startled, I looked around to find the source,
only to realize that it was the sound of my own breathing.“What’s wrong? Are you okay?”A
white face floated in the pitch black of the hallway. It was Ruijerd. He was peering at me with a
worried look on his face.“Yeah…I’m fine.”“What did you eat? Can you use detoxification
magic?” He pulled a cloth from his pocket and wiped the area around my mouth.At the whiff of
my own vomit, the nausea flared up again. But I managed to keep from barfing again, even as
the queasiness lingered in my chest. “I’m okay.” I somehow managed to wring the words out
from the depths of my throat.“Are you sure?” He still sounded worried.I nodded. I was familiar
with this headache. I’d felt it before when we were in Wind Port. “Yeah, I was half-asleep and
failed to moderate my Eye of Foresight. That’s why this happened.”When I’d previously used
the Eye of Foresight to look several seconds into the future, it had given me a headache just
like this one. I had a good idea of why this had happened. The dream, that advice, and the
vision he made me see—the Man-God showed me the future. Most likely using the Eye of
Foresight.“So that’s why…” I mumbled to myself. Ruijerd gave me a puzzled look.I remembered
how I’d met the Great Demon Emperor in the port city and obtained my demon eye. I
remembered how sudden it was and how, for some reason, I’d picked this specific eye. I’d met
Gallus right after that, but the eye contributed nothing to our journey across the sea.It was true
that I’d eventually defeated Gallus using the eye, but I felt like I could have managed that on my
own if I’d had to. To me, there was no greater meaning behind my acquisition of the demon
eye, but perhaps there was to the Man-God. Perhaps the whole reason he’d arranged for me to
meet the Great Demon Emperor was so he could use the eye to show me the future. It sure did
feel like he was making careful preparations for something.My anxiety reared its ugly head,
and for the first time, I feared the Man-God. I got the impression that this being, this creature
with undefined form and incredible power, was trying to use me for something. It sent a chill
through me.“Rudeus, you look pale. Are you sure you’re okay?” Ruijerd asked again, looking
concerned.I almost blurted out my anxieties. The truth is that ever since I met you, the Man-
God has been monitoring me. I’ve been following his advice and doing what he tells me.But in
that moment, I realized something. Ever since I met you. That was it. The first time we came
into contact was right before I met Ruijerd. Back then, the god had also advised me to help
Ruijerd out.Now, that was strange. Why didn’t he contact me before that? Why did he only
contact me right after the Displacement Incident? Why advise me to help Ruijerd rather than
just rely on him?I felt like all of these things were connected. I had no proof of this, but despite
that, a thought occurred to me. Maybe the Man-God plans to make Ruijerd do something.The
Man-God said he could only appear in my dreams if a certain condition were met. Perhaps he
was bound by that condition so he couldn’t manipulate Ruijerd directly. So he triggered the
Displacement Incident to transport me—someone who did fit that criteria— to the Demon
Continent, and guided me to Ruijerd, thereby getting him to accompany us to the Central
Continent.But if that were the case, why help me acquire the demon eye or give me advice on
how to save Aisha? I didn’t know. I didn’t know what he was thinking. Nor was I sure if I should
say anything to Ruijerd.“…”I wanted to confide in someone, but I didn’t think it was right to put
more on Ruijerd’s shoulders. Maybe telling him would even fulfill the Man-God’s unknown
conditions, and the god would be able to talk directly to Ruijerd. Honestly, Ruijerd would
probably be easily taken in by whatever the Man-God said to him. I wasn’t even entirely
convinced he was telling me the truth, but at least my hostility made it difficult for him to



deceive me. I wanted to believe that as long as I kept that up, nothing too terrible would
happen.“Mister Ruijerd, if you ever find yourself in a difficult situation and someone whispers
honeyed words in your ear, don’t ever believe what they say. Deceitful people strategically
target you when you’re the most vulnerable.”In the end, I didn’t tell him about the Man-God.“I
have no idea what you’re talking about, but I understand.”I had mixed feelings, watching him
look at me so earnestly and nod. Ruijerd trusted me, and yet I was hiding things from him. It
was largely because I’d determined keeping them secret was the best course of action, but that
didn’t alleviate the guilt.My headache and nausea had faded without my noticing. Now my
thoughts weighed heavily for a different reason. I returned to my room, but even after I crawled
back into bed, I didn’t feel like sleeping. My eyes were wide open, and ideas churned in my
head. When I closed my eyes, they floated in front of me, one after the other.“Whah ish it…”I
heard someone talking in their sleep. Eris was sprawled in the bed beside me, snoring away.
Her sleeping posture was as poor as ever, legs spread wide open. Rather than pajamas, she
wore a pair of shorts, her toned legs poking out, and a dangerous gap at the hem where you
could peek further inside. Her shirt was riding up, exposing her adorable belly button. Even if
you looked straight down at her, you could see the curves of her chest. She didn’t wear a bra to
bed, so if I squinted hard enough, I could see the small peaks of the tips of her breasts. I could
also see the drool dribbling down her chin as she grinned in her sleep.“Mmph.”I smiled wryly at
her sleep-talk and rose out of bed. I pulled her shirt back down and readjusted the blanket over
her.“Rudeus…is a perv…”She had a dirty look on her face. Here I was, making myself sick with
worry, and she still called me a perv.I was tempted to touch her breasts so my actions would at
least warrant that accusation, but a wave of drowsiness came over me. I yawned and collapsed
back into my bed.Eris was impressive as ever. No sooner had I thought that than I was
asleep.Chapter 2:RiceThe next day dawned.As we grabbed breakfast at a pub, I announced,
“We’re going to stop by the Shirone Kingdom.”Ruijerd and Eris both tilted their heads but still
nodded. “Okay. Fine.” “Understood.”Neither one of them asked why or for what purpose. I
actually appreciated that. I had already decided that I would avoid talking about the Man-God
as much as possible, but still fretted over how to explain my actions without bringing him
up.Ruijerd probably had his own theories after seeing me last night. He’d probably already
realized that I was hiding something—though it was entirely possible he just thought I was
hiding some kind of illness. Not entirely incorrect, given that the Man-God was like a plague
bearer.“Shirone—you mean that place where your master’s at, right?”As Eris said it, the image
of a certain young girl came to mind: Roxy Migurdia. That was right. She was supposed to be
in Shirone. The Man-God had said to send a letter to my acquaintance. He must have meant
for me to plead with Roxy for her assistance.“That’s right. Someone I really respect. My…
teacher.” I’d almost said the word “master,” but caught myself in time. Come to think of it, Roxy
forbade me from calling her my master. Though “master” was exactly the term I’d used when
telling everyone how wonderful she was lately… Oh, well.“We should stop by and meet them.
They might be able to help us somehow.” Eris nodded to herself in satisfaction.Someone as
incredible as Roxy would surely be of great help to us. I was certain of it. She was also,
however, a magician at the royal palace, and had to be busy. I didn’t want to trouble her too
much—she’d already done so much for me.Regardless of the Displacement Incident or the
search for my family, I still wanted to see her. I also wanted to thank her for her Dictionary of
Demonkind. If she hadn’t given me that book, I might still be on the Demon Continent right now.
I regretted losing it in the incident—it deserved to be copied and sold worldwide.“I want to see
your teacher,” Eris said.“Hm. I’m interested in meeting them, too.”Both Eris and Ruijerd seemed
intrigued, probably because I invoked Roxy’s name with praise every now and then. I was so



proud to call her my teacher, and so I mentioned her everywhere I went. That was a given.“All
right, then. When we get to Shirone Kingdom, I’ll introduce you.”As I made that promise, the
three of us set off.***First, we proceeded along the highway which took us straight through
Wyvern, the capital of the King Dragon Realm. From there, the route veered around the King
Dragon Mountains and split off. One path stretched straight up north, and another led out west.
We selected the northern route that led to Shirone.We wound up unexpectedly spending seven
whole days in the capital city of Wyvern. Our initial plan was to leave after three days, but there
was an issue with our carriage and the repairs took some time. I could’ve done the adjustments
myself had the carriage been made from stone or steel, but there was nothing magic could do
to fix something made of wood.We paid extra to rush the repairs. It still took seven days for
them to be completed, but there was no reason to be hasty. In the vision that the Man-God
showed me, Aisha was surrounded by two men. I was worried, but the god had said I would be
there when it happened. In that case, perhaps our carriage troubles were the work of fate. If
fate was involved, then no matter how quickly I rushed to Shirone, I wouldn’t meet her before it
was time.I had to stay as calm as possible. With that in mind, I made my way around
Wyvern.The King Dragon Realm was the third biggest country in this world, and the largest in
the southern part of the Central Continent, with four vassal states under it. Once, this country
had been just one of many in the south. That changed after it attacked the King Dragon
Mountains in the northwest and slew their ruler, Kajakt the Monarch of the King Dragons. This
gave his conquerors access to a huge vein of minerals, instantaneously boosting their
country’s resources and power. It was also the origin of forty-eight magical swords that were
now scattered about the world, as well as one of the places mentioned in a line of the Epic of
the North God.Despite this storied past, the country didn’t seem like it put too much emphasis
on tradition. Instead it felt like America—like a mix of different elements. There were many
smithies and sword training halls, and the styles were diverse, but most of the techniques I saw
belonged to the North God Style or Water God Style. I tried peeking into one of the training
halls, but most of the people being taught were children. Even the masters of those halls were
mostly only Advanced-tier swordfighters, so Eris took one look at them and said, with a snort of
laughter, “They’re nothing special.” Even Ruijerd expressed disapproval.At any rate, I decided
to gather information on missing persons. I found one of Paul’s underlings in the Adventurers’
Guild who told me there was no information to be found in this country. It wasn’t going to be
easy to find anyone who was still missing after all this time.Following that, I did my usual
market research. Specialty goods from both the Millis Continent and the Central Continent
were sold here. It was among the wide variety of food being sold in the marketplace that I
made a discovery: rice. Its color was a bit yellow, but it was definitely rice.Of course, I already
knew there was rice in this country. I’d eaten white rice when I was in East Port. I had really
been looking forward to eating this country’s cuisine, but unfortunately the only things their
pubs served were easy-made soups, paella, and rice porridge. A bit different from what I was
looking for. I wanted to eat pure white rice.The moment I saw the rice for sale, an electric shock
ran through me. If I couldn’t buy cooked white rice, then I just needed to make it myself. I
bought the rice instantly.A few hours later, I was in the inn’s garden, preparing my food. I had
4.5 grams of rice, cooking utensils I’d carefully prepared with earth magic, an outdoor stove, a
recipe that a pub owner taught me, eggs, and salt. I held the recipe in one hand while I washed
the rice and started the fire in the stove. The heat of the fire was key to cooking rice
properly.“What are you doing?”I had my game face on as Eris came over. “An experiment,” I
said.“Hmm?” She huffed in disinterest and started swinging her arms. Judging by the way she
kept stealing glances at me, she was actually more curious than she let on.I turned over the



hourglass I’d borrowed from the pub owner and powered up the fire. The pub owner said that
the trick to cooking rice was slowly turning up the heat, so I was following his advice. After
turning over the hourglass three times, I lowered the heat. Then I turned it over two more times.
Finally, I extinguished the flames and turned it over another two times.“It’s done,” I
said.“Really?” Eris stopped swinging her arms and stooped beside me. Her scent wafted
toward me, but my hunger was currently stronger than my sex drive.She looked at the pot in
anticipation. I was also filled with excitement as I lifted the lid. The wave of heat carried the
smell of freshly cooked rice right to my nose.“It smells really good. Good job, Rudeus.”“No, I
need to taste it first,” I said, pinching a bit of rice between my fingers and popping it into my
mouth. “Hmm…I’d give it a forty-five out of one hundred.”It was nowhere near as good as the
two types of Japanese rice that stood out in my memory: Koshihikari and Sasanishiki. Even if I
compared it to all the modern types of Japanese rice, it wouldn’t even be C-ranked. It was dry,
had a kind of bitterness to it, and was still faintly yellow in color. My poor cooking methods were
partly to blame, but the ingredients themselves were inferior too, perhaps because rice wasn’t
a staple in this country. You couldn’t even call this white rice.In truth I should have given it only
thirty points, which would have been a failing grade. But tasting rice at all evoked such
nostalgia that I couldn’t. With a bit of seasoning, it could earn fifteen more points. Ah, I really
am too kind, I mused inwardly.“We ate this before, right? What kind of experiment was
this?”“This is just the beginning.”I heaped the rice into an earthen bowl I’d made. Then I took a
scrambled raw egg, which I’d cast detoxification magic on just in case, and created a hole in
the middle of the rice before pouring in the mixture. I sprinkled salt all over the top, took the
chopsticks I’d also made with my magic, and put both hands together.“Here we go.”“Huh? But,
Rudeus, that egg is…raw…!”I opened my mouth wide and took a huge bite of the now brightly
yellow-colored rice. Hmm…it smelled questionable. The salt I’d added to it didn’t seem to do
anything.Now that I was trying it, I noticed the flavor of the egg was different, too. It was a far
cry from the fresh ones sold in Japan for raw consumption. I should probably cast detoxification
again on myself afterward just to be safe. Also, it definitely needed soy sauce, without which
the raw taste was all too apparent.I wondered if soy sauce existed in this world as well. If it
didn’t, then maybe I could find some kind of substitute?“Does it taste good?”Since Eris had
asked, I used my earth magic to make another bowl. I spooned in some rice, added some salt
and offered it to her. I also passed her a spoon I’d made—this would be beginner-friendly, no
chopsticks.“Hey…is this really all there is to it?”Gulp!I nodded quietly. Though I wasn’t proud of
it, there had been a point in my former life when I subsisted solely on rice for meals and rice
balls for snacks.“Hmm…” Eris chewed slowly, mixed emotions on her face. Her tastes were still
that of a child. Once I broke an egg over it, she did say, “This is better than before,” and filled
her cheeks with rice as she ate it all.Raw egg mixed with rice really was the best meal ever—
and perfectly balanced, too. As we said that, we finished our food, gobbling down the last of the
crunchy, burnt rice on the bottom.Ruijerd was the only one who didn’t get to share the meal,
but he made no complaints. He’s the real adult, I thought. Still, I did feel a little guilty. Next time,
I’d make sure he got a share.***We departed from the King Dragon Realm and took the
highway up north. There were two more countries between us and the Shirone Kingdom: the
Sanakia Kingdom and the Kikka Kingdom. They were both vassal states to the King Dragon
Realm.Rice cultivation was booming in the Sanakia Kingdom. Its climate must have been
perfect for it, because the highway was lined with rice paddies. There were lots of rivers in the
area, so the topography was probably similar to Japan and East Asia. The rice was the same
as the kind I ate in the King Dragon Realm, meaning it was probably exported from here. I
decided to call it Sanakia rice.At the inns we stopped at, our meals consisted mainly of seafood



and rice. I’d learned to eat in moderation since coming to this world, but the appeal of rice was
just too irresistible, and I ate until my stomach was full to bursting.Eris kept looking over at me,
wide-eyed, during mealtimes. Perhaps it piqued her interest that I, normally so fussy about
food, had lately been shoveling it in.“What’s wrong?” I asked finally.“I thought you were the type
that didn’t really eat much, Rudeus.”I’d never been a light eater in my previous life, where I
always came back for another helping as long as there was still food on the table. The only
reason I’d been practicing moderation since being reborn was because this world’s food didn’t
suit my palate. Leaving aside the tough meat that was a staple of most of our meals on the
Demon Continent, even the bread-heavy meals of the Asura Kingdom felt a bit lacking to me.
Zenith’s cooking wasn’t bad, but I couldn’t help my longing for rice.Ahh, yes. Rice is so
wonderful, I thought.Food wasn’t the only thing I spent my time on. I popped in at the
Adventurers’ Guild, too. Unsuprisingly, given that this was the Central Continent, invoking the
name “Dead End” didn’t elicit the least bit of shock. Just because someone was famous in
America, for example, didn’t mean their popularity extended to Japan. Or how there were a lot
of children who knew about Superman, but didn’t know who Captain America was.They were
adventurers, so they’d probably heard the name Dead End before. But no one kicked up much
of a fuss. Even if they knew what the Superd were, the Superd’s most recognizable trait was
their hair color. Just like a track team girl wasn’t really a track team girl to a modern-day
Japanese otaku unless she had a black ponytail, Ruijerd wasn’t really a Superd without the
green hair.That said, A-ranked adventurers seemed to be more observant than the rest.“Hey,
you guys. Never seen you before. You’re A-ranked, right? Did you just form a group recently?”
The man who approached us had an aura similar to Nokopara’s. Considering how that had
gone, I wasn’t too keen on getting friendly with him.“We started two years ago,” I replied.“Ooh,
that’s not something you hear around here. Dead End, huh? That’s the name of some fiend
from the Demon Continent, right?”“Yes. And we’ve traveled all the way from the Demon
Continent to get here.”“Heh heh, saw that one coming. And let me guess, that guy over there is
the fiend?”“Yes,” I said, “but could you please refrain from calling him that?”“Why? That’s what
you’re trying to pass yourselves off as, right?” He laughed as if we were pulling his leg, but I
kept a serious expression on my face. Eris looked slightly perturbed, and Ruijerd looked
uncomfortable.The man broke into a cold sweat when he saw our reactions. “Wait, are you for
real?”“If you don’t believe me, would you like him to show you the gem on his forehead?”“No.
No, that’s fine! I just didn’t think he was the real thing. I guess the Superd really do exist,
then…”The fact that we’d reached the A-rank on the Demon Continent lent more credibility to
our claims of Ruijerd being a Superd. Despite the harsh treatment demons faced on the
Central Continent, people didn’t seem as terrified of the Superd here, perhaps because the
threat of them was so foreign. After all, people who claimed brown bears were harmless were
generally people who had never encountered one in the mountains before.The name Dead
End had lost most of its value, but it would be easier to restore Ruijerd’s reputation when
people weren’t terrified of him. That said, I still hadn’t come up with a good plan for that. The
Ruijerd figure I’d made wouldn’t be any good as long as we were in the domain of the Millis
faith, either.As I was preoccupied with those thoughts, Eris glared at the man who had spoken
to us. “Eris, please don’t start a fight,” I said.“Yeah, I know that already.”“Okay, good.”Lately,
she’d stopped scrapping with the other adventurers. Her demeanor had grown tougher this
past year. She no longer had the look of a novice about her. Just one glance was enough to tell
a person she was dangerous, so why would they bother approaching?For her own part, Eris
had also come to understand the adventurers’ style of humor. Even if someone said something
offensive to her, she was now calm enough to realize that she’d heard it before. She’d answer



their quip with an appropriate response, the other person would laugh, and then’d she’d grin
back at them. She really had become just like an adventurer.That said, she was always still
game if someone wanted to pick a fight with her. Some people, most of them C-ranked and
young themselves, would deliberately approach her after seeing that she was A-ranked despite
her youth. They’d come up and say something like, “I bet you don’t have any skills yourself. You
just had those guys in your party carry you the whole way, right?”This invariably resulted in a
one-punch knockout. Somehow, morons like this seemed to be in just about every Adventurers’
Guild we went to.As for me, I would just off-handedly respond, “That’s right! The master of our
party is so incredible, we’re living the high life!” I had no pride. Besides, it was true that we’d
relied on Ruijerd a lot to advance to such a high rank. Eris didn’t seem to like my attitude, but
there was no way we could have gotten this far by ourselves. Let’s at least show some
modesty, I thought.The cultivation of a flower that resembled field mustard was widespread in
the Kikka Kingdom. From the highway, we saw endless fields of white flowers in bloom.
Definitely a flourishing industry, but also one the kingdom had been compelled to invest in by
the King Dragon Realm. The abundant rice paddies in the Sanakia Kingdom had also been
planted on the Realm’s command. Being a vassal state was rough.Rice was a staple in this
country’s cuisine, too. Upon testing it, I realized that the further north you went, the better the
quality of the rice. Perhaps the day when I would experience love at first bite with rice this world
wasn’t far. Unfortunately, the northern part of the Central Continent was currently split into a
bunch of tiny countries engaged in continuous minor conflicts. There was no way they could
cultivate delicious rice under those circumstances. Truly a pity.There was a dish called
Nanahoshiyaki that was popular all the way from the King Dragon Realm to the Kikka Kingdom.
It was meat covered in rice flour and wheat flour, and fried in oil at a high temperature. In other
words, karaage—Japanese fried chicken. Apparently, the dish was developed in the Asura
Kingdom and gained huge popularity there before making it all the way here. It required an
abundance of cooking oil to make, but since a neighboring country produced vast amounts of
the dish, there were plenty of opportunities to eat it in this region.Unfortunately, this “fried
chicken” didn’t taste so good, either. The meat used was mostly sheep, pig, or horse. There
was no set temperature for the frying, so sometimes the dish came out hard and other times it
came out gooey. It also wasn’t properly seasoned, even though you could use salt, dried herbs,
or the sauce that was unique to the area to change the flavor. The food we’d had in East Port
suddenly didn’t seem so bad by comparison. Quite the opposite, in fact.Being a bit of a
gourmand, I understood that the cooks in this country were trying their best. Still, what they
delivered wasn’t what I longed for. The lack of soy sauce was impossible to overlook. If I only
had soy sauce, garlic, and ginger for seasoning, then I could make something salty and
sweet.“Lately, you get this troubled look on your face whenever we eat, Rudeus.”“He’s picky
about flavor,” Ruijerd chimed in. “He’s probably got some opinions about it.”“I think it’s pretty
good,” Eris responded.We sat around a table, the two of them gulping down their food. They
weren’t picky at all. I hadn’t come all this way to be a food critic and pass judgment on every
meal, but I couldn’t help but think how much better it would be with just a little bit of soy
sauce.“But the texture of the food is amazing. It’s crunchy, and then when you bite into it the
juice just fills your mouth.”“Yeah, it’s good,” Ruijerd agreed.They both asked for seconds and
cleaned their bowls in no time flat. How fortunate they were. They could find this kind of food
delicious because it was the first time they’d ever had it. I, knowing there was better out there,
couldn’t be be content.I couldn’t help my cravings for white rice and fried chicken with soy
sauce, or for tofu and miso soup with seaweed in it. My insatiable quest for good food
continued alongside my search for missing persons, which, of course, yielded absolutely no



information.That was how things went for four months. Then, finally, we reached the Shirone
Kingdom.***The story continues inMushoku Tensei: Jobless Reincarnation Vol. 6!Vol. 1-5
available now!
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Russell, “Eagerly Awaiting Vol 7. This series has surprised me in a lot of ways so far. It is one
of the few stories that I feel like has a general balance of happy ending and "life is tough"
scenarios. I think what draws me in most if how the author captures the raw emotions in even
the smallest encounters. With that said, I do have one criticism: the pace. Time moved the
fastest it ever has in this book than in the others. I want to say that nearly a year passes in this
book alone where as the Demon Continent journey was spread over multiple books taking just
a little more time. I want to say ~1 and a half to 2 years off the top of my head. It was a lot of
small events followed by a few sentences of 4 months to travel here or 3 months to travel there.
It seems that the author really wanted to get to the next part of Rudy's life. Don't get me wrong
though, it doesn't lack quality because of the pace which is why I'm not knocking any stars. I
just really enjoy this series and just don't want it to end abruptly if there are a few more
encounters that we could get out of each arc. I can also see why the author might just not want
to put a bunch of filler so they might have elected to just move on instead of milking the journey
any longer. I'm not sure. Either way, this was a good read and had a lot of good development.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The sexualities we're reined in??. (very light spoilers ahead. Take with a
grain of salt)I was pleasantly surprised when the sexualities in this novel, perhaps greater than
any other before it in the series we're very well regulated. Let me explain. The intense sexual
scenes (for a novel anyhow) in previous volumes would have no obvious purpose and
understandingly anger people at their lack of usefulness to the plot. There is an argument of
course for it being a base for character development, to which I would degree (but only as
secondary to other methods), but in this volume particularly the character development method
is rapped up very nicely (use your imagination there). Part of this was Rudeus realizing how
much of a truly dirty pervert he was (lol) and almost overcorrecting it to the point where his
beloved was almost turned down (again, use your imagination). Of course that's not the whole
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point of this rendition however, but I think that the sexualities nicely expressed the current
situation to us on the whole of character development. We meet Aisha, who is way to clever for
her own good, and learn a tiny bit more about Lilia, Roxy, Kishirsu, Talhand, elinalise, and
others. Overall very well balanced in every aspect. I could go on, but I might end up spoiling
more than perhaps I already have.”

Eldragora, “Amazing series. Book one starts out dark, then turns into a rather adorable story.
From there the story jumps from many different categories that will crab your attention and
keep you reading along. The ups are thrilling and will have you jumping in joy with the
characters. The downs may bring tears to the eyed. All together it makes a truly wonderful story
broken up into easily digestable portions.”

Ren Romero, “Intense. An intense volume that essentially wraps up quite a few story threads
from previous volumes and opens a handful more as the story progresses. Rudeus becomes a
man, Ruijerd recognizes Eris as a warrior. And the Greyrats find good news about their families
as well as unfortunate news.”

Fred, “Such great character writing!. The main crutch in stories of this genre is that they tend to
rely on the fantastical powers or creatures to sneak out of corners they get written into. This is
definitely not the case with this story. Our MC is a powerful wizard, yet it his personal growth
and character journey that seem to drive his successes and failures. His magic has really been
more of a mixed bag for him and send naturally incorporated. I'm not left feeling that the power
of fantasy saved him from any of his hardships.Great read!”

Alfredo Mendoza, “can bring one to tears. This volume let me tell you is something else
entirelyI mean let me just say this part in the story really drives a wedge between all the
characters separating them on different pathsCan’t wait to see what’s in store for the next
volume but things are getting interesting to say the leastThis next book will show what hasn’t
been adapted into the anime”

P. Paolo, “Da leggere. No-spoiler (e a tal proposito, evitate di leggere le sinossi dei volumi dal 2
in su, sono dei parziali spoiler anche quelli a mio avviso)Se vi piacciono i generi: isekai +
sword & magic (fantasy) vi stra-consiglio questa light-novel, assolutamente da leggere.Fin'ora
sono arrivato a leggere fino al vol.10, è molto interessante emantiene un buon livello di qualità
da un volume all'altro senza 'arenarsi' in situazioni monotone e noiose.È un isekai fantasy con
un buon mix di elementi: avventura, ecchi, romance, psicologico, vita quotidiana, esplorazione,
ecc... Inoltre il protagonista non è il classico personaggio 'bravo ragazzo' trito e ritrito.Come
detto sopra, è una novel che non si fossilizza in una particolare macro-situazione diventando
poco a poco monotona ; rimane invece molto dinamica da un volume all'altro.Molto bella, da
leggere se interessati al genere.”

T-Prime, “A turning point in the series. A lot happens in this volume. It's a major turning point in
the series, and a real heart rancher in the end, but very good. This series is easily one of the
best written light novels I've read, and this volume is a good example of that.”

Laura, “Buona qualità. Prezzo molto buono. Buona la qualità.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Love it!. Got hooked from the anime. Went to the see manga, but the light



novels is complete and where it's at. Volume 6 specifically is a huge pivotal point in alot of the
characters lives. Very well written.”
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